Three factors are necessary to trigger an explosion of intestinal gases: the presence of combustible gases (hydrogen, methane), the presence of combustive gas (oxygen), and an initiating heat source (endoscopic or surgical electrocautery) [1].

An 82-year-old woman was admitted for treatment by endoscopic argon plasma coagulation (APC) of a tubulovillous adenoma of the sigmoid colon, with a focus of high-grade dysplasia. Preparation by intestinal enemas with saline water was carried out. Thermal injury using a standard endoscopic APC probe interfaced with an electrosurgical generator (ERBE 300) was induced. The argon gas flow was set at 0.7 L/minute and the electrosurgical generator was set to deliver 50 W. A loud explosion occurred in the colon immediately after the first spark induced by APC and the colonoscope was completely ejected. The colonoscope was inserted again and showed three sigmoid perforating lesions (Figure 1). A celioscopy was immediately carried out, and showed three full-thickness sigmoid perforations (Figure 2). These were sutured with manual and mechanical suturing under celioscopic guidance.

To prevent the risk of explosive gas mixtures in the large bowel, administration of oral antibiotics before endoscopic procedures and insufflation of inert gas have been suggested, but these approaches are debated. Use of oral mannitol is now avoided in the preparation of the colon, and other methods (use of polyethylene glycol solution, sodium phosphate solution, castor oil, or saline water enemas) are less often implicated in bowel gas explosions [2]. It remains unknown to what extent a standard preparation for sigmoidoscopy makes the bowel safe for APC [3].

At lower energy levels (45 W), APC has been reported to be an effective therapy, with a limited depth of injury increasing the risk of colonic perforation. APC provides the initiating heat source which can trigger the explosion of gases in the colon [4].

The usual treatment of lesions caused by gas explosion in the colon is urgent colotomy by laparotomy [5]. In the absence of signs of peritonitis, a celioscopic treatment was possible with our patient.
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